DMA Crossword Answer Key

This former director was also a Dallas Morning News art critic, taught at SMU, and has art work in the collection - Bywaters

The museum was located in two different buildings here (2 words) - Fair Park

Until the Tutankhamun exhibition in 2008-09, this 1979 exhibition held the record for the highest attendance (without the date) - Pompeii

This is the name of the blue bird who is the mascot for the DMA’s children’s and family programs - Arturo

This collection is displayed in a recreated French villa - Reves

This animal, named Sir Lancelot and associated with the Wise Collection of Ancient South American Art, has appeared in three Uncrated blog posts - Llama

Title of a sculpture by Mark di Suvero installed on Ross Plaza - Ave

Title of a popular “frozen” landscape by Frederick Church, installed on Level 4 - Icebergs

This woman was the first president of the Dallas Art Association: Mrs. Charles L. / Grace Leake ______________ - Dexter

This popular evening program was inspired by the 100 Hours event for the museum’s Centennial in January 2003, and was initiated the following year (2 words) – Late Nights